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Free Essay: The Hunger Games novel written by Suzanne Collins reflects significant issues in the reality world
nowadays which relate to the humanity, the.. .

In Rue's pack, Katniss also had many things to survive off of. In this analysis, I will tell you about how the
main character Katniss changes through the novel, and tell you a little about the central characters that plays
an important role for her. Although at first Katniss has a reasonably good thought that she will non even have
a opportunity at winning or remaining alive. Meanwhile, the Gamemakers , those who design the Games,
continue to manipulate the surroundings in order to keep the Games entertaining. The Games are held in an
arena in a forested area. Katniss and Peeta escape by climbing to higher ground, while the other tribute falls
and is tortured by the creatures. The film series is based on the novel series of the same title written by
Suzanne Collins. It no merely made them acquire more patrons throughout the Author: Brandon Johnson.
Bandages, fever pills, medicene to calm stomachs. However, when the readers read further in to the book or
watches the movie one can see that is about all the characters that make use human. The authors illustrates the
main purpose for writing their novel through the use of imagery, characterization, foreshadowing, flashback,
similes, and symbolism. The claim could be made that forcing a certain form of superiority on a certain group
or an individual is instinct, but it is not. Another way to reveal how survival is a result when someone or
something has strength, Collin uses symbolism. An article by Salma Yaqoob speaks of such stereotyping In
the terminal. Having heard of Katniss's kindness towards Rue, the tribute lets her live. The lives of famous
actors from shows or movies are constantly scrutinized on and off screen. The human ability to rationalize and
irrationalize on demand is what separates humans from animals. At one point in the story, Peeta Mellark got
cut by Cato's sword. Every twenty-four hours before the games. Berries and bread are a key essential into
surviving in the world. Though instinct may play a role in segregation it should not overpower humanities
greatest weapon, the human brain. This book is set in a fictional version of America. When the Gamemakers
announce that a "feast" will be held to draw the tributes together for crucial supplies, she tricks Peeta and
heads to the feast. Not only does Katniss have enough strength to learn to survive but Rue does too. He was
deeply wounded and Katniss had to try and treat him in order to save his life. They have many differences, but
very few similarities. To Katniss Everdeen, the one thing that she values most is loyalty. She does so, in the
process getting stung herself but also scattering the Careers and gaining for herself a bow, her strongest
weapon.


